
LAUNCH COPY

Writing your 
core launch emails





Launch Pro Tip

If you want to get better at writing 
copy you have to consistently flex 

the copy muscle.



These emails were written for Love To launch, so bear in 
mind they are for my audience and they are my voice.  

Take the principles and fundamentals from the examples 
and use them to model from (not copy!) adjusted to what 
you know about your own audience, and your own launch 

event topics.  

Remember to infuse them with your voice and personality! 



Everything is just a test



★ We are not creating all the emails right now - key emails only 
★ Warm-up - get your master list ready for your event 
★ Event - boost content consumption & outline the events 
★ Conversion - convert your leads into buyers

Your  
Emails The core emails...



WARM UP 

EMAILS X 3

LAUNCH EMAILS





★ Pivoting from broadcast emails   
★ Start shifting limiting or unhelpful or outdated beliefs 
★ Open their minds to new possibilities and ways of thinking 
★ Open the curiosity gap between what they currently believe, and 

what might perhaps no longer be true 
★ Start to pre-frame the value that you can give and build authority

Warm Up 
emails 2 weeks before your first invite



★ Start shifting the biggest outdated belief your audience have 

to a new belief that serves them better.  
★ Open the curiosity gap.  
★ Seed the upcoming live event.  
★ Micro-commitment inviting replies back.

Warm Up 
emails Email 1



★ Challenge a commonly held belief/standard practice.  
★ Start shifting an outdated belief to a better belief.  
★ Open the curiosity gap and invite replies.

Warm Up 
emails Email 2



★ Shift another belief to a better belief.  
★ Open the curiosity gap more. 
★ Position and build excitement for the upcoming event.

Warm Up 
emails Email 3



KEY EVENT  

EMAILS

LAUNCH EMAILS



★ Objective – sign up to the event.  
★ Get them excited and share the benefits they’ll get from joining.  
★ A shorter version/snippets can also be turned into social media posts to 

promote the event & ads

Event 
emails Main invite 7-10 days before workshop 1



★ Objective –  to get folks to show up live for the workshops 
★ People who show up live are more likely to buy 
★ Build the excitement and underline the importance of being ‘all in’ for 

the experience by showing up live

Event 
emails Show up live - halfway through welcome week



★ Objective – show up live on the call.  
★ Final excitement builder and a reminder to attend live (with details of 

time, and link to where you’ll be teaching.  
★ Don’t worry about the details right now - just leave a space for it

Event 
emails We start today - workshop 1



★ Objective – show up live and join in.  
★ Boost content consumption 
★ Keep them motivated to show up, join in, get their questions answered, 

and engage with your launch process 
★ Focus on the benefits they’ll get

Event 
emails Mid-launch booster - when needed!



KEY CONVERSION 

EMAILS

LAUNCH EMAILS



★ Objective – get people excited about your offer! 
★ Re-pitch the offer you made to those who watched your final session.  
★ Share your fast-action bonus.  
★ This email is to give highlights of your offer.

Conversion 
emails Offer is now available! Doors are open



★ This is all about overcoming objections to your offer, which are 

keeping them on the fence. 
★ Refer back to your irresistible offer for objections you’ve 

already uncovered.

Conversion 
emails On the fence



★ Objective – click through to the sales page and buy.  
★ Most people need a hard deadline to encourage them to make 

a buying decision, so this email helps them do that.

Conversion 
emails Cart close



#DoTheWork
WRITE YOUR EMAILS


